
Hinkley Point A Site previous preferred options

• New FED dissolution plant to be built at the Hinkley Point A Site
• All Hinkley A FED to be retrieved and dissolved at site
• FED from Oldbury to be transferred to Hinkley Point A Site and 

dissolved
• Remaining ILW from Hinkley Point A Site to be retrieved and packaged 

in approximately 600 ductile cast iron containers (DCICs)
• Packaged ILW to be stored in an interim storage facility (planning 

permission in place)
• Waste to be moved to the geological disposal facility (GDF) (planned to 

be available from 2040) for permanent disposal

Revised proposals

The new PBO has brought new ideas, building on the output from the 
previous engagement and learning from recent experience across the 
Magnox sites. The new proposals use regulatory approved transportation, 
different packages and seek to improve value for money for the UK 
taxpayer.

Background

Safety, security and the environment are always the top priorities when 
undertaking operations or decommissioning work on a nuclear site. 
The revised proposals outlined here do not compromise these in any 
way.

A key part of decommissioning the Magnox sites is dealing with the 
waste. At Hinkley Point A Site, a proportion of the waste that needs to 
be managed is called intermediate level waste (ILW), which includes 
a large inventory of fuel element debris (FED).  These waste streams 
are currently stored in purpose-built facilities on site. The waste needs 
to be retrieved and managed before the site enters the Care and 
Maintenance phase.

Previous engagement

Thank you for your patience; it has been some time since we discussed 
the management of ILW with the Hinkley Point, Site Stakeholder Group 
(SSG). During 2013 and 2014 we extensively engaged with a range of 
stakeholders (regulators, local authorities and SSG members) on options for 
management of ILW and FED across the Magnox sites in England. 

A number of options were developed but further implementation was put 
on hold until the new Parent Body Organisation (PBO), Cavendish Fluor 
Partnership, took ownership of Magnox on 1 September 2014, following 
the competition process run by the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority 
(NDA).

The competition was run with the aim of ensuring that suitable new ideas, 
proven past experience and value for money solutions were used to 
decommission the Magnox and Research Sites Restoration Ltd sites.

The impact of the proposed Magnox 
waste strategy at Hinkley Point A Site
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Hinkley Point A Site revised proposals

• No FED dissolution to take place, all FED to be packaged for interim 
storage and eventual disposal

• No FED to be received from Oldbury Site
• A move away from DCICs to encapsulated self-shielding waste 

packages (6m3 concrete boxes and TRU-Shields)
• A larger ILW store to house a larger number of waste packages
• Pond skip milling trials are still ongoing to determine the viability of the 

process.  Once completed the option of consolidating skip milling at 
Hinkley Point A Site for Magnox skips only will be assessed.  There will 
be further communication when the trials are complete

Safety, security and the environment

• Revised proposals do not compromise safety, security or the 
environment

• A reduction in the number of transport movements from not receiving 
Oldbury Site FED (70 movements)

• A reduction in the number of transport movements from not 
building a FED dissolution facility (150 construction/demolition 
related movements avoided and 500 operation/consumable related 
movements avoided)

• Overall approximately 450 lorry movements could be avoided through 
the new proposals

Packaging

• A move away from the current DCIC packaging strategy
• In comparison with other Magnox sites, Hinkley Point A Site has a 

large inventory of FED/ILW which amounts to approximately 1,000 
packages

• New encapsulated self-shielding packaging would be used (6m3 
boxes/TRU-Shields)

• The alternative waste packages offer many of the same benefits as 
DCICs but they are significantly cheaper, potentially as much as 80 per 
cent

• Therefore these waste packages present a significant cost saving for 
the UK taxpayer without compromising safety or the environment

Storage

• A larger ILW store will be required to house the number of waste 
packages. Current estimates indicate that the store would be 35 per 
cent longer and higher than the current plans, but this is believed to fit 
within the area we all already have planning permission for (granted in 
2004)

• Magnox has started preliminary discussions with Somerset County 
Council, Sedgemoor District Council and West Somerset District 
Council regarding the proposed plans

Cost

• A change of strategy across all Magnox sites will save in excess of 
£200m

• At Hinkley Point A Site a change to alternative self-shielding packages 
will save approximately £15m

• Not building a FED dissolution plant will save approximately £30m in 
terms of construction and demolition costs

• Total savings from Hinkley Point A Site changes are expected to be 
approximately £45m

Next steps

• Further engagement with stakeholders (SSGs, District and County 
Councils, Town and Parish Councils) 

• We still need to make the case for a revised strategy to the NDA, the 
Office for Nuclear Regulation and the Environment Agency 

• Seek to gain any planning approvals

Implications

If you would like to ask any questions, please contact 
magnox.communications@magnoxsites.com
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